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ABSTRACT

Visual data analysis is a key tool for helping people to make sense of and interact with massive data sets. However, existing evaluation methods (e.g., database benchmarks, individual user studies) fail to capture the key points that make systems for visual data analysis (or visual data systems) challenging to design. In November 2017, members of both the Database and Visualization communities came together in a Dagstuhl seminar to discuss the grand challenges in the intersection of data analysis and interactive visualization.

In this paper, we report on the discussions of the working group on the evaluation of visual data systems, which addressed questions centered around developing better evaluation methods, such as “How do the different communities evaluate visual data systems?” and “What could we learn from each other to develop evaluation techniques that cut across areas?”. In their discussions, the group brainstormed initial steps towards new joint evaluation methods and developed a first concrete initiative — a trace repository of various real-world workloads and visual data systems — that enables researchers to derive evaluation setups (e.g., performance benchmarks, user studies) under more realistic assumptions, and enables new evaluation perspectives (e.g., broader meta analysis across analysis contexts, reproducibility and comparability across systems).

ACM Reference Format:


1 INTRODUCTION

Motivation: Data visualizations are key for helping people to explore and understand data sets. To that end, it is not surprising that there exists an ever growing set of data-centric systems through which domain experts and data scientists of varying skill levels can interactively analyze and explore large data sets.

However, despite their growing popularity, it is currently unclear how to best evaluate this new class of visual data systems, which must balance both performance and usability. For example, existing database benchmarks are standardized and thus easy to reproduce, however they often rely on assumptions that are far from representative of real-world analytics tasks and user interactions. Unlike database benchmarks, visualization user studies can successfully capture the results of real analysis tasks performed on real-world datasets. However, these studies often rely on non-standardized workloads, and heavily restricted user populations. To that end, user studies are not easy to reproduce, limiting the comparability of their results. Finally, the reported metrics in both database benchmarks and user studies often do not cover all relevant aspects of visual data systems.

When considered individually, existing evaluation methods fail to capture the complex mix of performance considerations that make visual data systems challenging to design. A main reason for this situation is that the database and visualization communities so far have been mostly disparate, even though a lot of challenging high impact problems, and thus the best approaches to evaluating future solutions, lie at the intersection of these fields. Recently a series of workshops have been created that focus on the intersection of data management and visualization (DSIA@Vis, HILDA@SIGMOD, BigVis@EDBT, IDEA@KDD). During these workshops, first encouraging discussions have originated on how to better bridge the gap between data management systems and visualization systems to better support visual data analysis scenarios. These discussions were continued at a recent Dagstuhl Seminar in November 2017.

Contributions: As part of this Dagstuhl seminar, individual working groups discussed different challenges ranging from core database engine design to more user-centered questions. One of the challenges addressed how to design appropriate evaluation methods and benchmarks for visual data systems.

In this paper, as a first contribution we report on the discussions of the Dagstuhl working group on evaluation methods. Through these conversations, we have identified a clear need for more principled evaluation methods that are developed by both communities for evaluating visual data analysis systems in a reproducible and comparable manner, based on realistic workloads and data sets.

Furthermore, as second contribution, we propose the first concrete step towards enabling new evaluation methods through the
We then present a vision of how new joint evaluation methods of visualization systems are generally evaluated with the intention of assessing whether they support users in completing pre-de\textunderscore defined tasks and interaction logs collected through the repository, instead of using overly simplistic synthetic workloads.

Outline: The outline of the remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the paper begins with a brief overview of existing evaluation techniques for visual data systems in the different communities. We then present a vision of how new joint evaluation methods of both communities should be designed and derive requirements for a repository to share traces. Using these requirements we propose an initial design for a trace repository. We then demonstrate the potential of such a repository by describing how it can steer a recent initiative to design a new benchmark for evaluating database systems with regard to supporting users in visual and interactive data exploration scenarios. Finally, we discuss a roadmap of short- and long-term goals.

2 EXISTING EVALUATION EFFORTS
Evaluation has taken an essential role in both the database- and visualization community, but with emphasis on different evaluation goals. While the database community has mainly focused on system speed and performance, the visualization community has focused more on user-centered criteria. In this section, we briefly review the main methods and resources describing these evaluation methods, as well as recent efforts to bridge the evaluation gap between the two communities.

2.1 Efforts in the Visualization Community
Visualization systems are generally evaluated with the intention of assessing whether they support users in completing pre\textunderscore defined high level analysis goals. The visualization community has partitioned the evaluation space in different ways, both hierarchically (e.g., the four\textunderscore level nested model [18, 20]) and broadly as high\textunderscore level analysis scenarios for evaluation (e.g., the seven guiding scenarios [16]). Evaluations range from field observations and interviews, to carefully controlled lab studies, to algorithm metrics and performance experiments.

The visualization community therefore takes a top\textunderscore down approach to evaluation, where a high level analysis goal is formulated for users (e.g., to support exploratory data analysis of tabular data). A high\textunderscore level goal is then broken down into tasks, and each task into sequences of smaller steps (i.e., interactions) [4], which ultimately inform the design of the analysis interface, and oftentimes the underlying system optimizations.

Plaisant et al. [22] also recommend using benchmarks and contests to perform insight\textunderscore based evaluations. These benchmarks have been used in contests that were popular in the InfoVis Community in 2003–2005, and then moved to the VAST Community with the VAST Challenge\textsuperscript{2} organized every year since 2006 [5, 23]. These contests remain a remarkable asset of the visualization community to share evaluation results and collect realistic benchmarks to test systems and engage researchers.

However, there is generally a lack of quantitative and comparative methods for evaluating the performance of large\textunderscore scale visual exploration systems. In particular, user studies are designed and conducted to perform customized evaluations of individual systems, but the user interaction logs, system logs and metadata (e.g., used datasets, used interfaces) are rarely shared or published in a standardized way to enable reproducibility.

2.2 Efforts in the Database Community
The database community has developed its own evaluation methods for a long time, capitalizing on SQL as a powerful common denominator [10]. Database evaluations focus on running and comparing DBMSs using representative and tunable performance benchmarks. The most commonly used collection of benchmarks is created by the TPC consortium [21], which covers synthetic benchmarks for a variety of workloads ranging from transactional over analytical workloads to more specialized benchmarks for data integration, etc.

These benchmarks define a set of queries and data sets of different scales, and study what happens when different distributions of queries are executed over time. The emphasis of the reported metrics is on system performance (e.g., latency or throughput). Moreover, evaluations in the database community often utilize narrow, low\textunderscore level methods (i.e., micro\textunderscore benchmarks) that are performed on specific aspects or parts of the DBMS. The micro\textunderscore benchmark results are often used to show the trade\textunderscore off of design alternatives rather than the full benchmark evaluations that target a complete DBMS.

In the recent years, there has been a growing interest in the database community for many forms of data exploration [13] and in particular visualization based exploration. Supporting visualization at the database level has technical implications, such as sub\textunderscore second response times to support interactivity, complex queries such as query optimization [24], and more recently approximate results to lower the latency of database systems on large data sets, and in particular online aggregation [12] and its more recent incarnation coined as progressive systems [26]. Unfortunately, the afore\textunderscore mentioned existing benchmarks do not cover any of these aspects yet.

2.3 Joint Efforts of both Communities
To forge a stronger connection between the communities, a series of workshops have recently launched during the main database and visualization conferences. As a result, we see an increasing number of articles published across communities: visualization\textunderscore related articles at SIGMOD and VLDB and data\textunderscore management related articles at IEEE VIS, EuroVis, and ACM CHI.

Yet, the database community still relies mostly on measuring system performance, convergence speed, and statistically validated

\textsuperscript{2}See www.vastconference.org/About\textunderscore the\textunderscore VAST\textunderscore Challenge for more information on the VAST challenge.
Visual analytics systems are complex and require evaluation methods that not only make realistic assumptions about users and workloads but are also reproducible at the same time. We therefore put forward a vision of a new shared trace repository that contains information about real workloads that can be used by researchers to derive new realistic and reproducible evaluation methods.

The main challenge is that such a new trace repository should be able to capture all the information required to enable the before-mentioned goals. For example, several critical factors must be considered to fully capture how user study results were derived. The visualization interface dictates how the user will interact with the underlying data set. The use of pre-defined tasks (or lack thereof) will direct the course of the user’s analysis. The user’s own knowledge and expertise will influence his or her analysis strategies and behaviors. The data set itself will likely support only a specific set of analysis methods. Each of these factors represents a piece of meta data that is rarely, if ever, recorded and shared in the visualization and database communities. However, it is precisely these meta data that enable evaluation results to be comparable and reproducible.

As such, we argue that meta data should be treated as a first-class evaluation artifact, alongside the user’s interaction logs and the data set being explored.

We also aim to start the process of standardization between the visualization and database communities. The implementation of a shared repository as a valuable first step in solidifying the terminology used between the communities, and for highlighting shared evaluation goals. The repository also allows us to disseminate best practices from both communities, such as creating more realistic workloads for database performance evaluations by running more user studies. Finally, the repository can help to define the right metrics for benchmark evaluations, which can directly benefit existing benchmark development efforts [3, 7].

To define the scope of our repository, we consider the seminal book by Thomas & Cook [27], which structures the evaluation methods for visual data analysis in three different levels: component, system, and work environment (see Figure 1). Each level defines a set of possible evaluation methods and metrics that should be measured. As a concrete starting point, we suggest that the visualization and database communities work together in a bottom-up approach, starting to derive new evaluation methods on the component level to evaluate database systems, visualizations front-ends, etc.

### 3.2 Requirements

The main idea for designing novel evaluation methods for visual data analysis is to leverage traces for deriving new more realistic benchmarks and reproducible user studies. A trace can be thought of as a recording of analysis sessions of a user. In the simplest version, a trace could be a simple interaction log along with the data used by the user. More sophisticated traces could also include interaction information on other levels such as screen-recordings, or even videos of users and eye-tracking but also meta data about users and tasks. A core aspect in this trace-based approach will be to define the space of possible information that should be covered in such a repository. In the following, we discuss an initial set of requirements that we believe are critical to collecting effective traces (see Section 4 for our more detailed repository proposal):

**Interactions:** Users reveal important information about their reasoning processes [6] and analysis goals [2] through the interactions they perform, making interaction sequences an essential component of useful traces. Interactions can range from direct to more sophisticated methods of interaction [11]. Examples for direct interactions include standard control elements such as range selection, cross filters, and binning; more sophisticated interaction methods, such as natural-language query interfaces, should also be considered.
Data: Data set characteristics like size, type, distribution, etc., also play an important role when evaluating the effectiveness of a visual data system. For example, dataset size directly affects query execution speeds (and in turn interaction speeds), motivating the development of optimizations to reduce dataset size, such as online aggregation and progressive visualization.

User: Variations in each user’s background and analysis context can have a huge impact on evaluation results, but this information is often overlooked in existing evaluations. Thus, recording user characteristics will be a key component for our trace repository. Users have different levels of expertise; making visualization systems easier to use by visualization novices [9] might not necessarily work well for experts. Other important factors include the application domain and the “type” of user, such as developer, data scientist, or domain expert. Other contexts, such as collaborative data analysis [15], can also greatly influence the analysis strategies and underlying behaviors observed in trace data.

Tasks: Many evaluations, particularly user studies, require users to complete one or more tasks, to direct the user’s focus in her analysis. Knowing the specific tasks that the user completed, or the broader analysis goal that the user was aiming to accomplish, provides additional insight into why the user may have performed certain interactions observed through the resulting log data. As such, capturing analysis task and goal information, and ultimately user intent, is of great importance for an effective trace repository. There is a variety of different tasks that visualization systems support. Specific tasks will depend heavily on the problem domain [18, 20]. However, task taxonomies (e.g. [4]) provide a useful starting point for generalizing tasks across domains.

Visual Representation: This dimension specifies the set of visualization encodings that were supported in the user interface, and which encodings were actually applied by users. This information is necessary to understand the user’s interaction choices and analysis outcomes, since the visual interface itself has a strong effect on how users perceive and interpret the underlying data.

While this list is far from a complete set of considerations, it illustrates the diversity of information required.

3.3 Challenges

Given the vision and requirements for a new trace repository, in this section we discuss the major challenges of its implementation.

(C1) Heterogeneity of traces: The first challenge concerns the collection of the traces in large number and from a variety of real systems. Designing a common trace structure to support the heterogeneity that real systems have in terms of supported tasks, involved users, data, technologies is a critical challenge for the repository design. This includes questions like: how can the repository scale to a large number of collected traces that were captured during field studies and controlled environments, and how can these different traces be compared in a meaningful way?

(C2) Tracing levels: Another core aspect is how to collect traces (or augment existing traces) such that they match the desired level of detail. Low-level traces such as those directly taken from systems such as Tableau may contain too many unnecessary details and can be difficult to parse. However, high-level descriptions of user interactions (e.g., from the VAST challenge), are hard to formalize. Furthermore, more abstract concepts tied to evaluation, like the analyst intent in terms of goal of analysis, are generally not explicitly present in the traces. Thus defining the right trace format to capture all the desired evaluation information is nontrivial.

(C3) Sharing traces: A trace repository must respect privacy regulations, e.g., by considering explicit consent requests for trace collection and curation and/or providing anonymization of traces in order to allow trace sharing.

(C4) Extracting workloads: Benchmarks are essentially an abstraction layer above traces. How to best transform the knowledge extracted from traces into representative workloads is a critical problem to address. Furthermore, different workloads must be derived for different evaluation goals, and the definition of these categories is an activity to conduct. Existing categorizations in visualization could be a useful starting point [16]. Determining how this abstraction process can move from manual to automated methods is an important direction for future work.

(C5) Interoperability with existing methodologies: A final challenge is to establish how the repository can support existing evaluation methodologies (e.g., the Nested Model [18, 20] and Seven Guiding Scenarios [16]).

4 A REPOSITORY PROPOSAL

In this section, we discuss a concrete first proposal of how a trace repository should be designed.

4.1 Overview

To better support a diverse range of evaluation methods, we propose a general-purpose, standardized representation for collecting, sharing, translating, integrating, and aggregating analysis logs at varying levels of abstraction. Specifically, we propose a multi-tiered representation that makes it possible to consistently share, aggregate, and analyze real-world analysis logs at a variety of different levels of abstraction (e.g., low-level systems logs but also high-level logs resulting from user studies).

Consider, for instance, the study conducted by Liu and Heer [17] on the effects of interactive latency on exploratory visual analysis. They designed a user study to investigate the effects of induced latency in an interactive data exploration scenario. To do so they asked participants to explore two datasets using operations such as brushing, panning, and zooming, on a set of linked visualizations. They recorded user traces at multiple levels, capturing lower-level events such as mouse events (including clicks and moves) and higher-level application events (such as “brush”, “select”, and “range select”), and used a think-aloud protocol to capture users’ verbal observations. Participants were instructed to report interesting findings and the authors recorded the audio and additionally took notes. The authors then manually transcribed the audio recordings to text scripts, and segmented and coded them with seven cognitive behavior categories: observation, generalization, hypothesis, question, recall, interface, and simulation.
It is intentionally designed at the meta-level of traces in order to outline a culture to publish and share this kind of data. In the following we format to uniformly describe and identify such traces makes it difficult between representations — including automatically identifying higher-level analysis tasks or producing low-level workloads from large volumes of real-world application logs.

This combination of traces at a variety of levels enabled them to produce a rich and detailed analysis of analytic behaviors. For example, they were able to investigate how frequently users switched between different higher-level tasks such as brushing and zooming, which mouse movements typically precede certain cognitive behaviors, etc.

### 4.2 A Common Trace Format

The above example illustrates the value of collecting traces at multiple levels of abstraction for an in-depth analysis of usage and behavioral patterns. However, researchers rarely publish all recorded traces. We hope that introducing a common representation for interaction logs can enable the collection and sharing of larger repositories of realistic analyses. Establishing a shared format will also support the development of general purpose libraries for translating between representations — including automatically identifying higher-level analysis tasks or producing low-level workloads from large volumes of real-world application logs.

To address challenges C1 and C2 in Section 3.3, a common format should support more consistent sharing and integration of various existing types of analysis logs including:

- Contextual traces like video and audio recordings of analysis sessions as well as screen-capture and eye-tracking data
- Operating-system level interaction logs including individual movements, clicks, etc.
- Application logs with tool-level interactions and operations
- Query logs capturing individual database queries

This format would also provide a more standardized and shareable representation (C3 and C4) for other kinds of task abstractions and annotations including:

- Annotations and metadata characterizing unique activities, findings, analyst productivity, etc.
- High- and low-level characterizations of analysis tasks [1, 25] for examining task-oriented subsets of analysis processes
- Abstracted workloads for more realistic evaluation of databases, machine learning platforms, and other analysis systems

Furthermore, traces might have very different characteristics — some might be sequences of events described in a semi-structured text file, while others might be entire self-contained logs (a Tableau log export, database log files, etc.) or even self-contained files such as video or audio recordings of a session. The lack of a common format to uniformly describe and identify such traces makes it difficult to publish and share this kind of data. In the following we outline a first draft of how such a common format might look like. It is intentionally designed at the meta-level of traces in order to guarantee interoperability with existing methodologies (C5). Conceptually we differentiate between traces, sessions and experiments (see Figure 2), each of which is described by a manifest.

- **Traces** may contain log data (including system logs, audio, video, screen recordings, etc.). Each trace file includes associated metadata describing its content (such as information about the system that produced the trace). In many cases, it may be useful to group together sets of traces that share common information — such as traces from different conditions in a controlled experiment. Experiment sessions manifests provide a standardized representation for connecting these kinds of related traces.
- **Sessions** provide details about individual interaction sessions, and can be used to connect multiple types of traces (query logs, interaction logs, audio and video, etc.) which describe the same set of interactions. A session manifest has an ID that uniquely identifies it, as well as an optional UserID that can be used to link multiple sessions that correspond to the same individual. Sessions that are part of a larger experiment can also contain an ExperimentID as well as additional Metadata, including experiment conditions.
- **Experiments** provide details about overarching experimental protocols and can be used to connect multiple sessions that were conducted as part of the same experiment. An experiment manifest includes a unique ID, along with a text Description of the experiment as well as optional additional Metadata.

While these are initial ideas as to which data should be contained in a trace format, it highlights the importance of meta-data describing traces and their context.

### 4.3 An Example Use Case

In a recent paper [7], the authors argue that existing database benchmarks are not suitable to evaluate the performance of interactive data exploration (IDE) systems where most queries are ad-hoc, not based on predefined reports and queries are built incrementally. The authors present a novel benchmark called IDEBench [3] [8] with the aim of providing a benchmark whose workloads are more realistic in that they mimic real users interacting with a real visual IDE frontend. The execution of these workloads can be configured in several ways: for example, to simulate the “think time” of users, the benchmark can add delays between queries triggered by consecutive user interactions. Furthermore, the metrics define a configurable threshold to measure interactivity of a system using different latency requirements, (e.g. 500 ms) per query. Setting these parameters without knowing the users, the tasks or even the user interface is hard. The shared trace repository proposed in this paper could thus be helpful to derive and set these parameters, and motivate new workloads.

### 5 THE ROADMAP

In this section, we discuss immediate next steps for the implementation of our repository proposal, and new avenues for future work enabled through this project.

---

Direct Next Steps: Of the challenges discussed in Section 3.3, we believe that addressing the Heterogeneity of Traces (C1) and Tracing levels (C2) (i.e., trace granularity) to be of the greatest importance. As direct next steps to address these challenges, we plan to start collecting traces from existing commercial systems, such as Tableau, PowerBI, Spotfire. We will also begin the process of soliciting anonymized traces from existing research projects, and potentially start initiatives similar to the First Provenance Challenge [19]. Analysis of these traces will allow us to answer open questions, such as whether there are traces that are not a good fit for our repository. Based on this analysis we also plan to define a common simple abstraction that can be used to represent the traces from different systems. Furthermore, we aim to organize traces to ease the creation of structured evaluation test collections (for example, based on type of task, based on specific datasets). This is in the spirit of what is already done in other research fields like Information Retrieval [14, 28].

Long-term Opportunities: Ultimately, large realistic trace collections can support meta-analyses of real-world analysis activities and realistic cross-comparisons between systems. Existing methodologies (C5) would be useful frameworks for performing such meta-analyses across different traces and systems. For example, analyzing a large corpus of logs could allow researchers to identify where and how often people perform specific tasks during real analysis practice. Such analyses could then be used, for instance, to derive new and more realistic database benchmark workloads (C4) and to help reproduce user studies. Moreover, translating and unifying trace representations from multiple systems could make it possible to quantify which underlying techniques and interactions analysts and users employ, and how these vary across tools. Such analyses will highlight opportunities for optimizing both visualizations and database systems to reflect real-world use.

Collections of shared traces could also provide the basis for cross-cutting benchmarks that include all components of a visual analysis system as well as other activities such as model building and data cleaning. Moreover, benchmarks derived from these collections could preserve links back to the original traces, allowing researchers to examine them in order to contextualize, compare, and interpret costly or complex operations.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we reported on the ongoing discussion between members of the data management and the visualization community regarding the evaluation of visual data systems. While the initial discussions were focused on exchanging information about how evaluations are conducted in both communities, the group has started to work on a trace repository to enable better evaluation methods. This repository will help researchers to derive more effective metrics and realistic workloads for evaluating visual data systems, as well as to inform the design of new performance benchmarks. More importantly, the repository will foster a broader understanding of how users perform visual data analysis in different contexts, and help to better characterize users, problems, and work environments in an effort to standardize the evaluation process for better reproducibility and comparability across visual data systems.
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